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Abstract—Context-awareness is a key requirement in many of today’s networks, services and applications. Context Management systems are in this respect used to provide access to distributed, dynamic context information. The reliability of remotely accessed dynamic context information is challenged by network delay, packet drop probability, information dynamics and the access strategies taken. QoS classification and system configuration of context management traffic is in this aspect important in order to efficiently balance generated access traffic between network delay, packet loss probability, information dynamics and reliability requirements to the information from the applications. In this paper we develop a QoS Control network concept for context management systems. The concept includes a soft realtime algorithm for model based context access configuration and QoS class assignment, and allows to put probabilistic bounds on the information reliability (the so-called mismatch probability).

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability of applications to adapt to the users environment is often referred to as context awareness, [1], and is becoming a key factor for users to be able to efficiently interact with applications and platforms in a highly dynamic world. Context information is gathered from the surroundings via dedicated subsystems, so-called context management systems, which ensure easy access to distributed, dynamic context elements. The reliability of the accessed information is the key to the success of any context aware applications, since application adaptation should respond to current events and not earlier ones. The reliability of context information is challenged by network delay, information dynamics, the access strategy used and their respective parameter settings. We use the notion mismatch probability (mmPr) [10] as the reliability parameter for accessed dynamic context information. [11] states that high mmPr is a cause of service degradation in context management frameworks.

This paper investigates the possibility of increasing context reliability and reducing context information mmPr by using QoS traffic classification. The paper presents a new QoS class assignment and configuration mechanism that optimizes access traffic to dynamic context information coming from context management systems to efficiently meet reliability requirements coming from the applications. With this model we are able to assign QoS classes intelligently to the generated context management traffic.

The paper is divided into four parts. Section II gives a brief description of Context Management Systems and the various access strategies, and provides a short overview of the new model used later on. Section III introduces the QoS model and explains its functionality. Section IV presents simulations scenarios and results. Section V provides a conclusion and an outlook on future work.

II. CONTEXT MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK AND BACKGROUND

The Context management framework formulas are based on work from [12]. For applications to be able to adapt to their environment, the access to dynamic context information [1], which describes the current situation, is required. Context Management systems offers flexible access often via dedicated query languages, e.g. [5], [2].

Figure 1 shows a scenario where a group of network devices such as smartphones, pc’s and smart TVs connect to a context manager that has access to a variety of context information that allows application adaptation to it’s environment. Context agents are deployed at the sources which enables any type of needed interaction with context managers in the network, such as information discovery, security and access control, query distributions, negotiation and control of access mechanisms as described later.

A. Background

A specific problem of access to remote dynamic information is that the required communication and processing delays makes it possible for the accessed information to become mismatching to its true value when used in the application, leading to potential erroneous application behavior. In our earlier work, we introduced the notion mismatch probability (mmPr), [10], as the probability that at the time instant of using a certain information for processing in the context-sensitive application, this information does not match the value at the (physical) source. While the reliability of context information has previous been acknowledged and considered an important part of the quality of context, [3] or [4], this current
Table I shows the different access strategies mmPr formulas, based on work from [10] and [11]. The mismatch probability is dependent not only on the two stochastic processes a) network delay and b) information change process, but also on the strategy by which the information is accessed. The common model parameters are:

- Network up- and downstream delay: i.i.d exponential distributed with rate \( \nu [\text{sec}^{-1}] \)
- Event inter arrival times: i.i.d. exponential distributed with rate \( \lambda [\text{events/sec}] \)
- Message loss probability: \( p_{\text{loss}} \in [0..1] \)
- Information request rate: \( \mu [\text{req/sec}] \)
- Message size: \( U [\text{bytes}] \)
- Link Utilization \( \rho [\text{Mbit/sec}] \)

B. Network model

The Network model is used to translate utilization into mean delay and packet loss probability. For its simplicity an M/M/1/K model is used for testing the algorithm. The model has a buffer of size K. The M/M/1/K mean delay and its packet loss equations at utilization \( \rho \) are found in any standard queuing theory book:

\[
\text{PacketLoss} = \frac{(1 - \rho)\rho^K}{(1 - \rho^{K+1})} \\
\text{QueueLength} = \frac{\rho}{1 - \rho} - \frac{(K + 1)(\rho^{K+1})}{(1 - \rho^{K+1})} \\
\text{Delay} = \frac{\text{QueueLength}}{\lambda(1 - p_{\text{loss}})}
\]

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND EXECUTION

A. Context Quality Model

To determine the suitable class and the suitable access strategy, different model parts needs to be combined as illustrated in Figure 2: based on the parameters of the context elements accessed (Change event rate \( \lambda_i \) and Update Size \( U_i \)) in the upper left and based on the request rate from the subscription \( \mu_i \), the additionally generated class traffic can be calculated in the upper left block. The additional increase calculated for each class traffic is then used as input to the network model, which in return calculates performance parameters delay and packet loss for the communication path between context subscriber and context provider. For this paper the results from the network model block are mean delays and mean packet loss although it is also possible to use more complex network models.

The Class delay and packet loss values combined with the context and subscription parameters are then used as input for mmPr calculation block. The class mmPr results are passed to a mmPr bound filter where classes that do not meet the mmPr bound are rejected. Finally minimization of global mmPr is done and the class with lowest GmmPr is selected.
CMN informs the subscriber and the CA about this configuration and starts receiving context updates (in the proactive strategies) respectively relaying requests for context elements in the reactive strategies. All interaction between subscriber and CA is performed via the CMN in order to allow abstraction and efficient processing.

4) The CMN keeps track of all active subscriptions. Hence, as a variant, when a new subscription comes in, the CMN may not only determine an optimal access configuration for this newly arriving subscription, but it may in addition identify that it is beneficial to change some of the configurations of the already active subscriptions.

Both cases we will specify and evaluate further below.

As mentioned the algorithm is capable of intelligent class assignment as well as context-access configuration control for incoming context subscriptions. The algorithm implements a GmmPr minimization function, which iterates over current active subscriptions when a new subscription arrives and determines if an other configurations would lead to a lower GmmPr.

C. Algorithm: Context Quality Optimization

The algorithm is executed at the start of a new subscription. The algorithm then checks the available QoS classes and calculates the mmPr for all access strategies for all QoS classes. The algorithm then selects the class and the strategy with the lowest mmPr. As new subscriptions arrive, the algorithm calculates the GmmPr using all access strategies for all QoS classes, then it would select the QoS class with lowest GmmPr after reconfiguring all existing subscriptions. The pseudocode is found below.

Algorithm 1 Base Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function determine_QoS_class_and_access_configuration_of_new_subscription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input: Current network load L and available network (Psthreshold) resources R in the path context agent - CMN - subscriber. Request rate u_i,j of new subscription.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available Information (persistently maintained at CMN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From registration: Change rate ( \lambda_{\text{data}_i} ), and update size ( u_i ) of context element of new subscription.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From previous subscriptions: Parameters and configurations of currently active subscriptions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output: QoS Class for new access strategy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```
function determine_QoS_class_and_access_configuration_of_new_subscription(
    L, P_s, R, u_i,j
)

Class_strategy_not_defined = class_strategy;
for all access_strategies in (None, reactive, proactive event-driven, proactive periodic_rate1, ..., proactive periodic_rateK):
    calculate additional class load \( L_{\text{incr}} \) created by REQ subscription when using this access strategy (see Table 1);
    call network model to calculate class performance metrics (So, Pr) at class load \( L + L_{\text{incr}} \) for resource \( R \);
    calculate new subscription resulting mmPr for class, Reject access strategy if mmPr > mmPr bound.
    if calculated mmPr < best_mmPr:
        best_mmPr = calculated mmPr;
        best_class = current class;
        update class_strategy;
end-if
end for-loop;
```

B. Execution Sequence

Having explained the models functionality to assigning subscriptions to the appropriate QoS class while optimizing each class mismatch probability of context access, this model now can be used in an online algorithm for context access configuration and quality optimization. The algorithm is executed on the Context-Management-Node (CMN), which is the node that receives all context subscriptions and manages the interaction with the context providers, the latter are implemented via so-called Context Agents (CAs), which can reside on any mobile device or anywhere in the network.

Basic principle for message flow that occurs during the registration and subscription phases:

1) All CAs register at the CMN. They thereby provide information about the type of context elements they can offer and the relevant parameters. Particularly, they provide information on the temporal dynamics of the context element, which in our simplified setting is the change rate \( \lambda_i \) of the context-element \( i \). Furthermore, also information on the size of update messages of the context element are provided.

2) When a certain application or middleware function on a node is interested in a certain context element, it sends a subscription to the CMN. In the subscription it may specify quality requirements, such as bounds on mismatch probability or bounds on context delays to the context element. We will however not use these in the current algorithms but minimize what we call a GmmPr as introduced in the previous sections. Extensions to constraint-based mmPr minimizations are however straightforward.

3) The CMN then evaluates which context access procedures with what parameter settings are best to implement for this new subscription. In order to do so, it may interact with Quality of Service functions in the network. Having determined the most suitable configuration, the
IV. Evaluation

To evaluate the algorithm’s performance a series of simulations were carried out. These simulations are a method of evaluation of the algorithms and a way to compare the algorithm against the context strategy optimization assignment used in [12]. The simulation considers the arrival of $N$ context access requests at the CMN. All parameters and their values in the simulation are listed in Table II.

The CMN is assumed to have perfect knowledge of the average request rates for the individual subscriptions.

For the network, we assume that the context access traffic of all $N$ subscriptions share the same network bottleneck, for instance if the CMN issues these $N$ subscriptions over the same wireless access interface. We consider thus a WLAN access scenario with a link capacity of 10Mbit/s. The buffer-size in the used network model $(M/M/1/K)$ is set to 100 messages. It is furthermore assumed that other (non-context) traffic coming to/from the CMN is utilizing the same wireless network, creating a 'base load' taking two different values, 50% and 85% respectively.

The mmPr models of Section III is then used in the simulations and the GmmPr is calculated for each service class and compared to the classless optimization algorithm found in [12].

Table II shows the context information parameters and the constant $M/M/1/K$ parameters used for the two different scenario’s. The context parameters are thereby uniformly distributed in the range specified in the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>CONTEXT INFORMATION PARAMETERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context Parameter</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Request Rate $(\lambda_1)$</td>
<td>[0.2-5] Requests/Sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Event Rate $(\lambda_2)$</td>
<td>[0.2-5] Events/Sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Update/Response Size $(U_{rup})$</td>
<td>[800-1200] Bytes/Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classless Buffer Size $(K_1)$</td>
<td>100 Packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 1 Buffer Size $(K_{1,1})$</td>
<td>100 Packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 2 Buffer Size $(K_{1,2})$</td>
<td>30 Packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classless Maximum Link Capacity $(\mu_{1,ink})$</td>
<td>10 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 1 Maximum Link Capacity $(\mu_{1,1})$</td>
<td>9 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 1 Maximum Link Capacity $(\mu_{1,2})$</td>
<td>1 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the classfull scenarios the background traffic is only utilizing Class 1. Class 2 traffic however is close to zero and is used for context quality optimization.

In the following we describe our findings.

Scenario with 50% utilization from other traffic: Figure 3 shows the Comparison between classless context optimization and classfull context optimization with a baseload of 5 Mbit/s on the Classless link and class 1 of the classfull link. The classfull optimization scenario is without any mmPr bounds i.e $mmPr_{bound} = 1$.

The results for the 50% background traffic scenario shows:

1) That the classfull scenario start with a lower GmmPr and both are assigned to class 2, however as the number of subscriptions goes over 10, GmmPr for class 2 becomes higher than that of the classless optimization due to the splitting of the link bandwidth and therefore continues to rise.

2) Figure 3 also shows that class 1 with no mmPr bound has very high GmmPr, this is due to the fact for splitting the link bandwidth, however this problem can be addressed by adding a mmPr bound.

Scenario with 85% utilization from other traffic: Figure 4 shows the Comparison between classless context optimization and classfull context optimization with a baseload of 8.5 Mbit/s on the Classless link and class 1 of the classfull link. The classfull optimization scenario is without mmPr bounds i.e $mmPr_{bound} = 1$.

The results for the 85% background traffic scenario shows:

1) That for higher utilization classfull optimization GmmPr is lower than the GmmPr of a classless context optimization, this is due to the sensitivity of mmPr to service rate and delay and thus using a less utilized class would benefit under higher utilization.

2) The classfull optimization benefits the GmmPr results due to the high utilization on the classless optimization.

![Figure 3. Classfull vs Classless Comparison at 50% Background Traffic](image3.png)

![Figure 4. Classfull vs Classless Comparison at 85% Background Traffic](image4.png)
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

This paper investigated the possibility of increasing context information reliability by using QoS classification. The paper presented a new model-based approach that maximizes context reliability by assigning dynamic context subscriptions to an appropriate QoS service class. The concept defines and evaluates an algorithm which is intended to be used as a part of a context QoS control framework. The Model’s algorithm is executed on the Context-Management-Node (CMN), which is the node that receives all context subscriptions and manages the interaction with the context providers. The algorithm showed that for lower utilizations a classless environment would serve best the so called GmmPr metric, however for high utilization scenarios the algorithm manages to reduce GmmPr as incoming subscriptions would be assigned to a better serving class with lower GmmPr. It was also shown that subscriptions assigned to class 1 traffic yields very high GmmPr, yet this problem could be solved by introducing mmPr bounds that keeps the GmmPr below a certain threshold. The findings can be used in the future as a base for a QoS control framework where dynamic QoS classes are configured to increase context information reliability even further.
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